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Policy and market forces delay real estate
price declines on the US coast

Dylan E. McNamara 1,2,7, Martin D. Smith 3,4,7 , Zachary Williams1,3,
Sathya Gopalakrishnan5 & Craig E. Landry6

Despite increasing risks from sea-level rise (SLR) and storms, US coastal
communities continue to attract relatively high-income residents, and coastal
property values continue to rise. To understand this seeming paradox and
explore policy responses, we develop the Coastal Home Ownership Model
(C-HOM) and analyze the long-term evolution of coastal real estate markets.
C-HOM incorporates changing physical attributes of the coast, economic
values of these attributes, and dynamic risks associated with storms and
flooding. Resident owners, renters, and non-resident investors jointly deter-
mine coastal property values and the policy choices that influence the physical
evolution of the coast. In the coupled system, we find that subsidies for coastal
management, such as beach nourishment, tax advantages for high-income
property owners, and stable or increasing property values outside the coastal
zone all dampen the effects of SLR on coastal property values. The effects,
however, are temporary and only delay precipitous declines as total inunda-
tion approaches. By removing subsidies, prices would more accurately reflect
risks from SLR but also trigger more coastal gentrification, as relatively high-
income owners enter the market and self-finance nourishment. Our results
suggest a policy tradeoff between slowing demographic transitions in coastal
communities and allowing property markets to adjust smoothly to risks from
climate change.

Many coastal communities exist precariously close to mean sea level1

but continue to attract residents and investment. Sea-level rise (SLR)
will eventually submerge vast swaths of low-lying coastal landscapes,
and shoreline management that maintains beaches and dunes will be
unable to keep pace with inundation2. Some places are likely to be
uninhabitable within this century3,4. A number of coastal hazard risks
are already increasing due to SLR5, and millions of continental US
households are at risk of inundation from SLR by 21006. Despite
increasing risks from SLR and storms, coastal real estate sells at a
premium (Fig. 1). In the US, coastal real estate has been appreciating

faster than non-coastal real estate7, and coastal residents have higher
incomes than non-coastal residents8.

Growing risks in coastal areas and high real estate prices seem
paradoxical. If inundation is inevitable in the long run, why do high
prices for coastal real estate persist with a demographic trend toward
high-incomeowners? It appears as if people are racing to get in theway
of climate change. This behavior is consistent with empirical findings
that property prices do not fully reflect the risks from SLR and
flooding9–11, and properties vulnerable to flooding have inflated prices
relative to market fundamentals12. Nevertheless, other empirical
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evidence shows that properties vulnerable to SLR are discounted
relative to comparable properties that are not vulnerable, suggesting
that some buyers take climate risks into consideration13. Similarly,
housingmarkets capitalize storm risks in the short run, although price
discounts dissipate within several years of a storm14,15. The Chief
Economist of the National Association of Realtors, Lawrence Yun,
succinctly summarized the situation, “Consumers are clearly mindful
that these climate change impacts could be within the window of a 30-
year mortgage, but their current behavior still implies that to have a
view of the ocean is more desirable"16. Consonant with a strong desire
for coastal living, after a major storm event, communities rebuild with
even larger homes17, and the costs of adaptation measures, such as
beach nourishment projects that periodically rebuild eroded beaches
and dunes, often are easily justified by the avoided property value
losses18.

To understand the mechanisms driving these empirical phe-
nomena andwhat to expect in coastal communities as SLR progresses,
it is necessary to model how real estate markets interact with the
physical coastal system over a long time horizon. Empirically isolating
the SLR signal in property prices is challenging because itmay be small
relative to other market fluctuations and drivers of market funda-
mentals. Moreover, the worst anticipated SLR effects may occur
toward the end of a 30-year mortgage and thus be heavily discounted
in current decisions. The range of experience of SLR and storm risk
captured in empirical studies may not include the full range of possi-
bilities under future scenarios. For example, if risks respond non-
linearly as SLR progresses beyond what has been observed in the past,
only modeling studies are capable of exploring the implications. To
consider large and long-term effects of SLR, a model is needed that
links real estate markets, coastal amenities, coastal hazards, and poli-
cies that respond to coastal change.

This work contributes to advancing the growing literature on
coupled human and natural systems. Humans are constantly changing
the natural environment surrounding them, and understanding
dynamic feedbacks between human behavior and natural systems
often requires more than just superimposing an economic model on
the physical or biological system19. Applications of coupled modeling

of dynamic human-natural feedbacks dates back at least to the 1960s
when bioeconomic models were used to study the human and natural
components of fisheries20,21. The literature expanded dramatically
when researchers began using spatially explicit data to study land use
and land cover change, urbanization pattens, and to evaluate con-
servation interventions22–27. Progress in understanding coupled sys-
tems adds complexity by modeling nonlinear feedbacks between
physical processes and human responses across space and time19,28.

In coastal systems, the evolution of the coastal-economic zone
cannotbe understoodwithmethods in economics or coastalmodeling
alone; rather, it depends on complex interactions between physical
coastal systems and economic behavior29,30. In these systems, incor-
porating relatively simple models of human behavior with a detailed
geophysical model of coastal evolution31,32 and coupling simplified
dynamics of coastal change with detailed economic decision-
making33,34 can generate new insights and emergent patterns in the
coupled system35. Adding complexity in any one dimension can reveal
system characteristics thatmaynot be consistentwith simplermodels.
To add to this literature, it is necessary to endogenize real estate values
and demographic changes as functions of SLR risk in amodel that also
includes model couplings and features from this previous work,
namely beach erosion, storm risk, the effects of beach width on
property value, and local public finance decisions to rebuild beaches.

In the absence of modeling of a coupled human-natural system,
researchers can also misinterpret empirical results and potentially
draw the wrong policy implications36–38. Even in simple models of
coupled systems, state variables behave in non-intuitive ways such as
being positively correlated over some time intervals and negatively
correlated over others21. As such, there is a growing need to use
modeling to evaluate the reliability and plausibility of empirical evi-
dence for causal claims and to elucidate potential mechanisms for
surprising empirical findings37,38. The use of coupled systemsmodeling
to inform empirical specifications can also lead to substantially dif-
ferent estimates, such as a value of beach width that is more than
double the estimate that ignores the coupling39.

Coastal communities along the US East and Gulf coasts, which are
highly developed, densely populated, and have home prices that are
higher than the national average, providemotivation for modeling the
coupled system. Much of the real estate in this region is in highly
erodible sandy coastal areas, including oceanfront and nearshore
(non-oceanfront) properties that are built on low-lying barrier islands
(Fig. S1). Such areas are vulnerable to a myriad of climate-related
impacts, including damage from wind and storm surge due to
increased frequency and intensity of storms as well as impacts from
SLR,which can intensify surge-relatedflood risk, increase erodibility of
the shoreline, increase the frequency of sunny-day flooding, threaten
groundwater, and eventually lead to total inundation. Barrier island
communities constitute a natural boundary to define coastal housing
markets and to measure the extent of the impact of local adaptation
measures. On developed coastal barrier islands, oceanfront and near
shore housing markets are often fully developed and changes in
housing supply tend to reflect damage to property and building back
homes after hurricanes17. In a recent empirical study of coastal devel-
opment on the southern barrier islands in North Carolina, only 8% of
parcels were newly developed between 1993 and 201340, with a smaller
percentage of developable oceanfront parcels. Holding housing sup-
ply fixed in modeling enables an examination of demand-driven mar-
ket dynamics without loss of generality.

Here, we show that subsidies for coastal management, such as
beach nourishment, tax advantages for high-income property
owners, and stable or increasing property values outside the
coastal zone all dampen the impacts of SLR on coastal property
markets. The effects are transitory and only delay precipitous price
declines as total inundation approaches. Prices would more accu-
rately reflect SLR risks without subsidies, but coastal gentrification
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Fig. 1 | Coastal and inland property values. Quality-adjusted baseline housing
values are reflected in estimated county-year fixed effects for coastal (blue) and
inland (black) counties in the United States. Each county-year fixed effect comes
from a first-stage hedonic price function that estimates the natural log of property
sales price, controlling for property characteristics, including square footage,
bedrooms, bathrooms, lot size, and construction type, using 23,184,659 observa-
tions of property sales in the United States between 1989 and 2016. The first-stage
hedonic regression was run in Stata/SE 18.0.
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would accelerate, as relatively high-income owners enter the mar-
ket and self-finance nourishment. Our results suggest a policy tra-
deoff between slowing demographic transitions in coastal
communities and allowing property markets to adjust smoothly to
risks from climate change.

We study the evolution of coastal real estate markets, incomes
of residents, and shoreline management decisions in response to
SLR over a 150-year time horizon by developing the Coastal Home
Ownership Model (C-HOM). We define income in relative terms
based on US marginal income tax rates that range from a low of 10
percent to a high of 37 percent. The 150-year simulation length
allows us to consider longer horizons than a typical 30-year mort-
gage; run the model for 50 years without SLR as an initial period to
understand internal mechanisms in the model; and evaluate large,
long-term effects of SLR and a changing storm climate (over the
subsequent 100 years). Coastal property markets and physical
processes are a coupled system with feedbacks between agent
actions (e.g., buying and selling property, voting, and beach man-
agement) and the physical system (e.g., erosion and beach width)
(Fig. 2); the human system affects the natural system, and vice
versa. The model also considers exogenous forces that influence
internal dynamics, including SLR, storm risk, and the influence of
competing property markets (Fig. 2). We take as given that there is
enough SLR locked-in to cause widespread coastal inundation in
the long run, andwe use themodel to probe previously unanswered
questions. What mechanisms allow a coastal community to delay
the inevitable collapse of a coastal real estate market? In the long
run, how might interventions to defend the coast influence demo-
graphic changes?

Results
Four model scenarios explore how internal and external dynamics
affect the coupled coastal system (Fig. 2). Model parameters are in
Supplementary Table S1. The first scenario is a baseline simulation
used to evaluate the impacts of changing external conditions or policy,
i.e., the counterfactual to which other scenarios are compared. In all
scenarios, the physical environment has a constant rate of shoreline
erosion, constant storm probability, and one meter of SLR over a 100-
year period. In the baseline scenario, 90% of beach nourishment costs
are subsidized, and outside markets are held constant, meaning that,
after accounting for inflation, nationwide housing markets are not
appreciating. This effectively means that in the baseline scenario,
returns on investment in real estate are based on the flow of rental
income, i.e., associated housing services and owners’ Willingness to
Pay (WTP) for coastal amenities, and there are no arbitrage opportu-
nities associated with coastal or non-coastal property. The 90% sub-
sidy accounts for the combined effect of state and federal subsidies as
well as hotel and other tourism-related taxes that are not embedded in
local property tax rates.

In the second scenario, the beach nourishment subsidy is
reduced to 50%, while outsidemarkets remain constant. In the third
scenario, the nourishment subsidy is returned to 90%, but outside
markets appreciate after 50 years, such that real inland housing
prices double over the next 50 years and then remain at that level
over the last 50 years of the simulation. In the final scenario,
nourishment is subsidized at 90%; outside property markets
remain constant 50 years after the onset of SLR, but outside
values depreciate over the subsequent 50-year period, declining to
10% of their initial value by the end of the simulation. Detailed
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justifications for the scenarios are in the Supplemental Materials
along with sensitivity analysis.

In each scenario, the initial barrier height, i.e. elevation of the
barrier island, relative to sea level is 1m for the first 50 years. SLR
begins at year 50 and rises 1m over the remaining 100 years. Bymodel
year 150, the barrier height relative to mean sea level is 0m, i.e., the
threshold of total inundation. The initial 50-year period characterizes
the system without SLR.

In the baseline, over the first 50 years, the housing market is in
dynamic equilibrium with the physical environment (MSLt =MSL for
t ≤ 50) and with external economic conditions (P e). The oceanfront
(blue) and non-oceanfront (orange) property values are approximately
equal to outside market prices (Fig. 3a). Small amplitude price fluc-
tuations reflect changes in the shoreline position due to erosion and
subsequent nourishment (Fig. 3b) and translate into small fluctuations
in expected returns (Fig. 3d). Fluctuations are more pronounced in
oceanfront property values because beach width has more effect on
property value for oceanfront homes. Investors own a portion of each
market segment, and owner agents have a relatively low median
income tax rate (Fig. 3c, e).

When SLR begins in year 50, property values decline modestly,
and socioeconomic characteristics of the community change. A sub-
stantial decline in property value does not occur immediately, taking
decades past the onset of SLR to manifest, which results from an
initially mild impact of SLR on housing risk (Fig. 3f). Increased risk
combined with stable outside property markets drives an influx of
relatively high-incomeowner agents whose bids reflect amenity values
in outsidemarkets and consequentlymaintain property values despite
SLR (Fig. 3e). High-income agents have higher bid prices relative to
institutional investors because they have higher marginal income tax
rates compared to the corporate tax rate. Eventually, as property
values begin to decline more substantially, the investor market share
declines to zero (Fig. 3c). This crowds out investors and lower income
renters. The collective impact of increasingly high-income agents
entering the market is to temporarily dampen the property value
decline. Indeed, property values decline immediately if relatively high-
income agents are not allowed to enter. To test this mechanism, we
analyze the case in which agents are not allowed to flux in to exploit
arbitrage opportunities with outside markets. Here we see that SLR
translates into an immediate decline in property value (Supplementary
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model simulation outcomes for oceanfront properties (blue), non-oceanfront
properties (orange), beach width (solid black), and expected beach width (dashed
black). Outcomes include property value (a), beach width (b), share of housing
owned by investors (c), expected rate of return on coastal real estate (d), marginal
income tax rate of property owners (e), and risk premium for coastal real estate (f).
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Fig. S2a). This decline is not associated with a decrease in beach width,
as communities continue to nourish at the same frequency with the
nourishment subsidy intact (Supplementary Fig. S2b). The corre-
sponding difference in marginal tax rate compared to the baseline
declines, reflecting the lack of relatively high-income owners fluxing
into the system (Supplementary Fig. S2c). As in the baseline case,
investors mostly leave the market as SLR worsens, but some share of
investors remains in the oceanfront market (Supplementary Fig. S2d).
This reflects the tax advantage of investors that allows them to capture
some of the nourishment subsidy and capitalize on high willingness to
pay for oceanfront living despite rising seas.

Approximately 60 years after the onset of SLR, property values
begin to decline rapidly (Fig. 3a). There is no longer a draw for high-
income agents because themaximum income tax rate was saturated at
the end of the previous phase, and there is no compensatory
mechanism to stabilize or drive prices back up. With risks continuing
to increase (Fig. 3f), property values continue on a downward trajec-
tory. Throughout the baseline, the 90%nourishment subsidy leads to a
wide beach being maintained throughout the 100 years of SLR with
nourishment frequency remaining stable as relativel high-income
agents enter the system (Fig. 3b). To these agents, the small increase in
property tax is preferred to the amenity value lost with less frequent
nourishment.

The baseline demonstrates that property value does not imme-
diately reflect SLR risks. Instead, risk, investment, and income interact
to obscure the signal of SLR in property value. Even in the case where
outside markets are constant, when the SLR signal begins to affect
prices, arbitrage opportunities with outside markets help to maintain
high prices as high-income buyers enter the market.

When beach nourishment subsidies are dramatically reduced
(from 90% to 50%) in year 50, four important changes occur (Fig. 4).
First, less nourishment subsidy initially leads to more volatility in
property values and then triggers a precipitous decline after several
decades (Fig. 4a). The effect is more pronounced for oceanfront than
for non-oceanfront properties. Second, since residents must self-
finance a greater portion of the cost of nourishment, mean beach
width immediately declines without the subsidy (Fig. 4b). Over several
decades, mean beach width levels off and nourishment resumes
(Fig. 4b). Third, the median owner income tax rate increases (both
oceanfront and non-oceanfront) after reducing the nourishment sub-
sidy (Fig. 4c). This reflects a process by which lower average beach
width slightly reduces property values, but these declines create
arbitrage opportunities thatdraw in relatively high-incomeagentswith
highermarginal tax rates. Although this process occurs in the baseline,
the higher income agents are drawn in sooner with lower nourishment
subsidies. Fourth, the investors own substantially less of the housing
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include percent change in property value (a), change in beach width (b), change in
marginal income tax rate of property owners (c), and change in the shareof housing
owned by investors (d).
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market immediately after the onset of SLR (Fig. 4d). As relatively high-
income agents enter to maintain property values relative to outside
markets, they drive out investors and lower income renters in the
process.

When prices in outside markets rise, three important differences
emerge compared to the baseline. First, coastal real estate prices
appreciate well after the onset of SLR and, after 100 years, remain
above baseline prices even as barrier elevation approaches zero
(Fig. 5a). Second, there is a delayed effect on beach width (Fig. 5b).
Initially after SLR begins, beach width is unchanged relative to the
baseline because the same frequency of nourishment persists. As
housing prices rise and the associated value of beach width increases,
however, nourishment and associated beach width increase relative to
the baseline. Third, rising prices drive investors out of the market
quickly as relatively high-income owners enter sooner (Fig. 5c, d).

We also model the case in which the subsidy is reduced and
outside markets rise. We find that the effects of rising outside markets
offsets the removal of subsidies in the long run. In this scenario, prices
continue to increase in the presence of SLR even as mean beach width
declines significantly (Supplementary Fig. S3a, b). Initially, removing
the subsidy decreases nourishment, but as property value rises, self-
financing of nourishment is sufficiently valuable, and the cycle of
nourishment and associatedmean beachwidth resembles the baseline

scenario (Supplementary Fig. S3b). This is made possible by the more
rapid influx of high-income owners (relative to the baseline) (Supple-
mentary Fig. S3c), and correspondingly investors are driven out of the
market faster relative to the baseline (Supplementary Fig. S3d).

To explore further the influence of outsidemarkets, we compare a
world with rising outside markets and SLR to a world with constant
outsidemarkets andnoSLR. In this case, risingoutsidemarkets initially
contribute to higher prices despite SLR (compared to constant outside
markets andno SLR), but eventually SLRdominates the appreciation in
outside markets and property values plummet (Supplementary
Fig. S4a). Initially, nourishment is the same in bothworlds. However, in
the world with rising outside markets, the influx of relatively high-
income agents and higher prices eventually justify evenmore frequent
nourishment and wider beaches (Supplementary Fig. S4b). Moreover,
investors are completely crowded out, and the owners are perma-
nently higher income compared to the world with constant markets
and no SLR (Supplementary Fig. S4c, d).

Lastly, if outsidemarkets decline, the influxofhigh-income agents
can be reversed (Fig. 6). We simulate the decline in outside markets
beginning 50 years after the onset of SLR. Initially, nourishment con-
tinues as in the baseline, expected returns fluctuate around zero, and
the influx of relatively high-income agents crowd out investors and
maintain property values despite modest increases in risk from SLR
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(Fig. 6a). When outside markets decline, however, expected returns
and property values plummet sharply and risk continues to increase.
This occurs despite continued nourishment andmaintenance of actual
and expected beach width (Fig. 6b). Eventually (after roughly 30
years), relatively high-income owners leave the market, investors buy
all of the real estate, and rent it to lower-income occupants (Fig. 6c, e).

Discussion
Coastal real estate markets along the US East and Gulf Coasts are
tightly coupled to the physical environment31,33. SLR and associated
inundation will eventually alter this coupling, and an inevitable major
transformation of these markets will ensue. By modeling coastal real
estate markets that are coupled to the physical environment, exo-
genous climate forcing, and the effects of real estate markets in other
locations, C-HOM sheds light on potential trajectories associated with
this transformation as communities approach the point of inundation.
We add to a growing body of literature modeling coupled human-
natural systems19,28,38 and applying a coupled systems framework to
landscape change23,41. In coupled systems literature thatmodels beach
erosion dynamics and coastal real estate, we build on existing models

that couple beach nourishment to property markets33,39, incorporate
local public finance decisions42, and parameterize storm risk in the
coupled system29. We include all of thesemodel features and add how
SLR drives local real estate market responses and demographic chan-
ges.Wefind that several features of the coupled human-natural system
dampen environmental signals and delay the full capitalization of risk
from SLR. This helps to explain the seeming paradox that coastal
property values continue to rise as climate-related risks increase.

In the present and near future, coastal communities attract
wealthier residents despite growing risks from climate change. This
demographic shift can be thought of as a form of coastal
gentrification43,44. Natural amenities that tend to persist have an
anchoring effect on high income distributions, and the persistence of
coastal amenities partly explains why coastal cities experienced less
out-migration into the suburbs in themid-20th century relative to non-
coastal cities45. In our model, willingness to pay for coastal living is
persistent and can be bolstered by policy interventions such as sub-
sidizing beach nourishment. This persistence gentrifies the coast and
leads to a long-run anchoring effect. Only when competing property
markets decline and the coastal market becomes inflated relative to
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them do we see the anchoring effect break down and reverse the
course of coastal gentrification.

We specifically highlight three mechanisms that contribute to the
persistence of high property values in coastal areas vulnerable to SLR.
First, high-income owners are tax advantaged over low-incomeowners
and institutional investors because higher marginal tax rates increase
the benefits of the mortgage deduction. This acts as a subsidy and
partly explains increasing rates of home ownership in the 1970s46. The
implicit subsidy to higher-income households is a mechanism driving
agents to bid up desirable real estate. To the extent that people with
higher income have a higher willingness to pay for coastal amenities,
this mechanism puts short-run upward pressure on coastal property
values regardless of the expected long-run future state of the system.

Second, tax policy works in concert with outside markets. If
coastal prices adjust downward, high-income agents enter the market
to exploit arbitrage opportunities with the broader market for desir-
able real estate, i.e. non-coastal real estate with high amenity values.
This props upprices, andultimately the entryof relatively high-income
agents dampens the climate signal. Essentially, the onset of SLR trig-
gers an initial influx of relatively high-income agents that delays the
downward adjustment in prices. The rate at which agents enter is thus
crucial but not well studied. The extent to which tax policy is reinfor-
cing alsodependsonwhether coastal properties are secondhomesnot
subject to the home mortgage deduction. This suggests more
empirical work is needed to understand coastal migration and the
detailed demographics of ownership. Outside markets also dampen
climate signals when they appreciate. In principle, one could isolate a
discount for SLR from a background rising trend. In practice, a rising
trend increases the tax base, justifies more property enhancing
investment, and contributes to sustained high property value despite
climate risks. Rising outside markets eventually trigger more frequent
beach nourishment despite property elevations approaching
zero (Fig. 5b).

Third, policies that artificially increase the value of property (e.g.,
a beach nourishment subsidy) delay the downward adjustment of
prices in response to SLR. With the majority of projects implemented
in the US by the Army Corps of Engineers, records maintained by the
Program for the Study of Developed Shorelines indicate that cumula-
tive federal expenditures on beach nourishment projects have excee-
ded 12 billionUSD in thepast century (in 2022dollars; https://beachno.
wcu.edu/). Although nourishment often passes a benefit-cost test18,39,
previous studies do not consider the effects of nourishment subsidies
on stimulating housing demand in areas vulnerable to SLR. By mod-
eling the coupled human-natural system, C-HOM provides a founda-
tion for comparing business-as-usual with potentially more efficient
approaches to coastal management and the equity implications of
different policy approaches. For example, if subsidies are reduced,
priceswill adjustdownward to climate riskmore rapidly. Subsidies also
delay associated demographic shifts. Lower subsidization leads to
more rapid coastal gentrification but permits greater capitalization of
flood risk in coastal property values. Thus, removing subsidies for
beach management can improve market efficiency (in that prices
reflect risk), but can impede equity (in that lower income households
are pushed out).

We raise questions for the empirical literature on the causal
impact of climate risk,which is an important role formodeling coupled
human-natural systems38. A number of studies find empirically that
property values fail to capitalize climate risks fully9,10,12, but the three
mechanisms that we identify suggest that these effects may be short-
lived. Although preference and/or informational heterogeneity can
still play a role in the short run10,12, information provision alone will not
adjust markets to account for long-run risks. The presence of sub-
sidies, tax policy that privileges high-income owners, and escalating
outside markets all contribute to sustaining high values of coastal real
estate.

The subsidy process resembles disasters studied in ref. 47, which
contrasts the effect of tornadoes on out-migration with the effect of
flooding on in-migration in the 1920s and 1930s. Provision of public
infrastructure, such as sea walls, partly accounts for less out-migration
fromflood-prone areas. Similarly, ourmodel shows that public funding
for nourishment discourages out-migration. Subsidy effects could be
even stronger if income inequality continues to rise in the broader US
economy. Because lower income residents remain in the community
longer with higher subsidies, there is a potential tradeoff between
coastal management that discourages gentrification andmanagement
that allows prices to reflect long-run risks. Maintaining the historic
socioeconomic composition of coastal communities may come at the
expense of inducing markets to mask the SLR signal and adjust more
slowly to the long-run inevitable outcome. This tradeoff is particularly
poignant in light of recent findings that lower-income households face
greater risks of losing home equity due to climate-related flooding11.

It is also possible for market forces to reverse the process of
coastal gentrification. With SLR, maintaining a coast populated with
high-income owner occupants and high property values is predicated
on stable or rising outside markets. If these markets decline (e.g.,
outside property values adjust downward in response to climate risks,
macroeconomic shocks, or tax reform), the result is an influx of lower
income renters (Fig. 6a). Lower income residents reinforce the
downward pressure on prices from SLR, raising the possibility that
climate processes give rise to low-income homogeneous coastal
communities. The exit of relatively high-income agents is consistent
with climate gentrification in whichwealthier residents relocate to less
vulnerable areas, leaving less wealthy residents in climate vulnerable
areas48. Our results show that the same community can experience
both coastal gentrification and climate gentrification, occurring during
distinct periods of time. Whether and when these phenomena occur
hinges on policy interventions and the time paths of changes in the
physical system and competing property markets. In the long run-
whether the coastal environment becomes low-incomehomogeneous,
is populated by wealthy owner occupants, or is something in the
middle-a precipitous decline in the housing market prior to complete
inundation may not be desirable. It may be possible that policies can
arrest the sharpness of decline and smooth the transition toward
inundation.

Our findings raise questions about how public funds could be
spent differently to promote adaptation. We find that subsidies for
beach nourishment fail to promote adaptation in the long run and
could be maladaptive, as suggested elsewhere29,49, and at best, sub-
sidies delay downward adjustments in real estate markets and demo-
graphic shifts. Alternatively, public funds could be spent on more
deliberateways to adaptive the coast to a futurewith a highermeansea
level. For example, managed retreat aims to smooth the transition to
uninhabitable more deliberately50,51. One specific approach worthy of
further investigation is buyouts with rentbacks, which potentially
maintains community composition without inflating property values
and without encouraging further development in vulnerable coastal
areas52.With this policy, local owners are bought out and can remain in
their homes temporarily by renting them back, which allows flexibility
in retreat from areas facing inundation in the long run without
requiring families to shoulder long-run risk. Although reallocating
federal spending on beach nourishment would not be enough to do
large-scale buyouts of properties in barrier island communities-federal
spending on nourishment in the US was USD 229 million in 2022
(https://beachno.wcu.edu/)-it potentially could initiate a buyouts with
rentbacks fund with subsequent funding from the rentbacks.

Another potential use of public funds worth further investigation
is investment in different technologies for living on the coast. One
characterizationof the problem is that the current housing stock is too
durable for the rapidly changing physical environment, and less dur-
able, movable, and modular housing might better match the
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environment53. However, current incentives do not appear to be
transitioning the coastal housing stock in these ways. Evidence for
building back bigger suggests current markets are reinforcing excess
durability in the coastal zone17. Because larger structures tend to be
more valuable, building back bigger triggers more investments in
defending the shoreline in its current state rather than adapting to a
very different future54. As such, public investments that subsidize
shoreline stabilization may be better spent on incentives for adaptive
housing technology.

Although we incorporate a wide range of modeling frameworks
and empirical studies, many issues warrant future investigation.
C-HOM only includes income as an indicator of coastal gentrification,
and future studies might also consider race. For beach nourishment,
modeling could allow costs to rise with cumulative sand use55 or
examine the impacts of changing the oceanfront-to-non-oceanfront
tax ratio42. C-HOM could also be customized to examine other policies
and coastal management interventions, e.g. flood insurance, dune
building, sea walls, and zoning. The extent to which restrictions placed
on institutional investors for short-term rentals (e.g., AirBnB and
VRBO) affect outcomes is another important research and policy
question. Generalizing the physical system to incorporate shoreline
orientation, wave climate, coastline management in neighboring
communities, and dune dynamics can all lead to nonlinear erosion and
accretion32–35,56,57, which could induce spatial and temporal spillovers in
management decisions. Modeling these elements requires treating
space explicitly, in the alongshore and vertical elevation dimensions.
Explicit spatial modeling could characterize variation in elevations
within the community that leads to different flood risks, model feed-
backs across management strategies in neighboring communities that
alter shoreline gradients32,34, and introduce variation in implicit sub-
sidies and uptake of flood insurance. Allowing for climate belief
heterogeneity12,58 in a spatial model could aggregate climate change
believers and climate skeptics in separate locations, which through
different management strategies could induce complex dynamics in
shoreline position and local property markets along the path toward
inundation. Lastly, although the barrier island communities that
motivate ourmodeling are largely built out and have been for decades,
allowing the housing supply to adjust upwardor downwardwouldbe a
useful generalization for future work. Endogenizing housing supply
would enable C-HOM to analyze a wider range of coastal communities.

Methods
C-HOM overview
C-HOMcombines elements from theoretical, numericalmodeling, and
empirical literature in economics, finance, nonlinear systems, and
coastal processes.

First, we adopt an asset-price approach that links the sales price of
a property to the capitalized flow of housing market rent46,59. We
specifically modify the user cost of housing model to parameterize
variation in incentives as a function of demographics, the changing
physical environment, and broader economic conditions46,60. By link-
ing housing purchases to the flow of coastal amenities and risks, the
user-cost approach introduces dynamics that result from different
incentives faced by owners, institutional investors, and renters. These
differences could becomemore important as climate change alters the
physical environment.

Second, we model feedbacks in the coupled human-natural
coastal system29,33,35,41,61. The natural system affects the human sys-
tem, which in turn affects the natural system62. Specifically, the phy-
sical environment changes with erosion, SLR, and storms. These
changes affect risks and values of coastal real estate. Human respon-
ses, including beach nourishment, create feedbacks between the
human and natural systems33,42 (Fig. 2).

Third, we use agent-basedmodeling to capture nonlinearities and
heterogeneity in the coupled human-natural system58,63. In contrast to

homogeneous agents with complete information, our model agents
have heterogeneous perceptions of and tolerance for environmental
risk, and agents usefinite-time forecasts of future returns and coastline
position to make investment and policy decisions. Nonlinearity is
incorporated via positive feedbacks in property value appreciation
such that agents can push prices away from equilibrium in the short
run, which can lead to transient bubbles in real estate markets64. A
bubble occurs when prices rise substantially above expected prices
based onmarket fundamentals over a short period of time. In the long
run, arbitrage opportunities move the property market back towards
equilibrium.

Fourth, we incorporate flows of amenity values and climate risks
based on empirical valuation studies in environmental economics55.
Coastal housing markets respond to changes in environmental con-
ditions, and equilibriummarket outcomes reveal peoples’ preferences
and perceptions of coastal amenities and risks, as well as expectations
of climate impacts. Empirical estimates from coastal housing markets
show that proximity to the shoreline and coastal wetlands65, beach
width39, andbeachviews66 increaseproperty values. Exposure to storm
risk and flood hazards tend to decrease home values67.

Fifth, C-HOM reflects findings that public investments in adapta-
tion and risk mitigation capitalize into real estate prices. Risk reduc-
tions from a range of climate adaptation infrastructure are reflected in
nearshore housing prices68, including beach nourishment69, con-
struction of vegetated dunes70, and hard structures, such as sea walls
or revetments71. Even sandbags can temporarily protectproperties and
stabilize shorelines. Because investments in coastal adaptation are
often federally subsidized in the US, local housing market prices are
less volatile relative to the increase in risk12. Federal subsidies for beach
nourishment can even create a bubble in coastal real estate markets
such that removing subsidies would substantially decrease coastal
property values29.

The base model, to which other features are added, is an asset-
price model of investment in housing that depends on the flow of
housing services (rent) and the opportunity cost of ownership (user
cost). The user cost includes cost of capital (the discount rate),
depreciation, a risk premium for the real estate market, expected
capital gains, and interactions with income and property tax rates that
also affect the capitalization of rents46,60. We generalize the model to
incorporate the economic value of environmental amenities and risks
associated with climate change. In contrast to the standard user cost
model, we account for heterogeneity in risk preferences within and
across resident owners, resident renters, and an outside institutional
investor. This accounts for the ways that peoples’ desire to live at the
coast and appreciation of environmental amenities intersect with risk
of inundation from storms and other elements of the user cost model.

Capital asset models of housing provide the conceptual relation-
ship between stock and flow variables that determine asset price,
namely property sales price (P) and property rent (R). Sale price
represents the stock value whereas rents capture the flow value of
housing services. The value of an asset is determined from the
(expected) flow value, or rents, accrued over time such that the pre-
sent value of an asset is equal to the discounted sum of future rents.
Over an infinite horizon and with constant R and capitalization rate, i,
the stock value reduces to:

P =
X1
t = 1

Rt

ð1 + iÞt =
R
i

ð1Þ

Becausediscountingweighs terms according to exponential decay, the
infinite-horizon problem approximates the value of a durable asset,
such as real estate, that is expected to be long-lived.

Equation (1) forms the conceptual basis for the user cost of
housing model46. The user-cost equivalence is a capital-theoretic
relationship equating themarginal cost of owning capital to the rate of
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return. The cost to own one unit of housing for one year is a percen-
tage i of the total present value P, and the return on capital investment
is the rent R paid to consume those housing services over the same
period. Owner occupants similarly receive a flow of housing services
valued at R. In order to simulate coastal housing markets confronted
with climate change, C-HOM decomposes the numerator and
denominator in Eq. (1) and endogenizes a subset of the individual
pieces.

User cost of housing
In the user cost of housing model, the capitalization rate is:

i= δð1� τinct Þ+ τpð1� τincÞ+ γ + rp � E½gt + 1� ð2Þ

The discount rate, δ, represents the interest rate on amortgage. In the
US market, this rate is modified by the marginal income tax rate τinc

because homeowners can deduct mortgage interest, which effectively
decreases the discount rate; note that this will depend on an indivi-
dual’s marginal tax rate. Property taxes are also deductible such that
individuals are not double taxed on income used to pay local property
taxes, and this too is proportional to the marginal tax rate for an
individual’s income bracket, (1 − τinc). Capitalization also includes
depreciation on the physical structure, γ, which in our model we
assume is constant and captures maintenance and repair costs
(assumed separate from climate risks). The risk premium, rp, reflects
the opportunity of investing in a risky asset (housing in our case), and
we further parameterize this as a function of the physical system.
Expectations of future capital gains are in E[g]. If one expects house
prices to increase by X% over the course of holding it for one period,
then the capital gain effectively decreases the cost of owning the asset
over that period, and vice versa for an expected decrease in property
value. Combining equations 1 and 2, the user cost model is:

P =
R

ðδ + τpÞð1� τincÞ+ γ + rp � E½g� ð3Þ

Equation (3) is the basis for C-HOM. The model consists of a fixed
number of properties (i.e., the supply of housing is fixed), a pool of
agents who generate bid prices for one unit of housing based on Eq.
(3), and an investor agent who can purchase multiple units of housing
based on the current schedule of agent bid prices and an investor user
cost equation similar to Eq. (3).

Our model community is composed of a fixed population of
economic agents representing individual households. We only con-
sider residential properties in the model. Because the number of
properties and the number of agents who could own or rent those
properties is fixed, when a new agent enters the market, the agent
necessarily triggers the exit of another agent. For example, when
higher income agents enter, lower income agents exit by assumption.
We do notmodel where the exiting agents go and assume that they are
absorbed by real estate markets outside the modeled coastal
community.

During each model time step, every agent chooses to either pur-
chase one unit of housing in the market or rent one unit of housing
from the investor agent. The investor can potentially own all, some, or
none of the housing units each year. One can think of the investor
agent as a bank or a pension fund that owns coastal real estate as part
of its investment portfolio, and it pays a fee to amanagement company
to rent out the properties. For simplicity, there is one investor agent
representing a vast pool of potential institutional and individual
investors external to the coastal community being modeled. Every
agent formulates a unique price and rental bid for housing based on
the user cost of housing and value of consumption flow described in
more detail below. Some components of the user cost formulation are

unique to each agent (e.g., the income tax bracket), while other com-
ponents are common (e.g., the housing depreciation rate).

The primary model variables describing the state of the system
are the equilibrium price and investor market share. These are estab-
lished by a market clearing condition described below. Lastly, com-
munities manage the beach, to enhance its recreational value and
provide some protection from storms, using a combination of gov-
ernment subsidies and self-financing. To self-finance, the resident
owners vote on when and how often to nourish. Lastly, a coastal
community is geographically divided into two market segments. The
oceanfront market is defined as the single row of houses directly
adjoining the beach, and the non-oceanfront market is the remainder
of the coastal community. Non-oceanfront properties benefit from
wider beaches but not as much as oceanfront properties. We model
the supply of housing as fixed because most coastal communities
along the East and Gulf Coasts are built out and, when storms destroy
structures, typically structures are built back. This also means that we
model the effects of stormrisk onproperty values and not the episodic
nature of actual storm realizations and resulting damages.

Themodel spatial resolution is smaller than a townbut larger than
a census block group; we refer to this as a nourishment unit. This
spatial extent allows for the decision-making unit for a nourishment
project that is funded by property taxes to be a town, but it includes
thepossibilities that the townmaynot nourish its entirebeach and that
there are special tax districts within the town that pay higher rates to
fund the project42. The differences between oceanfront and non-
oceanfront markets are embedded in fixed parameters discussed
below (e.g., there is a base risk premium, which is higher for front row
agents) and inhowbeachmanagement isfinanced, including apolitical
economy in which the front row pays a higher share of costs42. Agents
choose when to nourish the beach width. Extending the beach
increases the agent’s rent by increasing their willingness to pay.

Agent-based user cost
We adapted the user cost of housing model for a household in Eq. (3)
to simulate a coastal property market comprised of a population of
agents seeking to reside at the coast as either a resident renter or
resident owner. There is also one non-resident property investor agent
(referred tohereafter as the investor agent,with superscript I) thatmay
purchasemanyunits of housing. Thepotential owner agents (hereafter
referred to as owner agents, with superscript O) are indifferent to
owning versus renting beyond incentives captured by the model, and
we assume that owner agents who do not end up owning instead rent
from the investor agent. Thus, the owner agent enters the market
willing to either rent or own.

There arenpotential owner agents andnproperties. Theuser cost
of housing model determines each agent’s rent and corresponding
price bid. Owner agents are indexed with the subscript j. The investor
agent considers all potential owner rent and price bids to determine a
rent offer basedon the user costof the investor. The investor rent offer
is compared to the list of owner agent rent bids to determine what
fraction (share) of housing units canbepurchasedwith anowner agent
willing to rent at the rate offered by the investor. This fraction is
referred to as the investor market share. This calculation determines
the equilibrium house price and the share of the n available properties
an investor will own.

Owner agent j’s rental bid is composed of their willingness pay for
coastal amenities,WTPj, and the annualized value of housing services,
HV:

RO,bid
j,t =WTPj,t +HV ð4Þ

HV is a constant (same for all agents) andWTPj,t is drawn randomly and
updated over time according to demographics of the agents. We
abstract away from short-term vacation rentals and assume that these
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values are captured by the flow value ofWTP in the prospective owner
rent bids. As described below, WTPj,t is further decomposed to
incorporate the influence of beachwidth on each agent’swillingness to
pay to live at the beach. Importantly, WTP is an additional amount
beyond the fixed value of housing services. It reflects preferences for
coastal living in general as well as preferences for specific coastal
amenities such as the width of the beach, and it is correlated with
income. Rewriting the user cost Eq. (3) to include indices for
parameters that vary between agents, and replacing the rent R with
the decomposed rent Eq. (4) gives the owner agent price bid function:

PO,bid
j,t =

WTPj,t +HV

ðδ + τpt Þð1� τincj Þ+ γ + rpj,t � EO
j,tgt + 1

ð5Þ

The term τincj is unique to each agent and drawn randomly, where the
parameters of the distribution evolve over time based on how the local
market changes relative to other housing markets (details are descri-
bed below). An agent’sWTPj and τincj are correlated such that agents in
a higher tax bracket (larger τincj ) also have a larger WTPj to reflect the
influence of income on WTP. The correlation, however, is assumed to
be imperfect to allow heterogeneous preferences for coastal living to
influence housing markets and outcomes independent of the income
channel.

Next, owner agent bid prices are sorted from lowest to highest
and corresponding rent bids are sorted according to the ordered list of
bid prices (Supplementary Fig. S5). The sorted rents are not mono-
tonically increasing like the bid prices because τincj has a stochastic
component. Nevertheless, the sorted rents trend upward as a result of
the influence of income on WTP.

The resulting investor market share is the highest share of the
market for which the investor can outbid potential owners to purchase
properties and still rent the properties to prospective ownerswith zero
vacancy. This effectively requires that investors offer a lower rent than
the rent bid associated with a prospective owner’s bid price. If the
investor purchases 100% of the market, this entails the investor out-
bidding the highest bid price of prospective owners, while the inves-
tor’s associated rent bid is also below all owner rent bids. If this
condition does not hold, the investor iterates through each market
share until the condition does hold. That is, the investor finds amarket
share for which it outbids the highest owner bid price and the inves-
tor’s rent bid is below all rent bids for non-owners, which is needed to
ensure zero vacancy.

The investor’s rent offer is based on the user cost equation in 5
with key differences that the investor has a corporate tax rate τI,c in
place of τincj and an additional term m subtracted from the rent to
reflect the cost of property management. Rearranging terms, rent
offers are:

RI,of f er =PO,bid
j,t ½ðδ + τpt Þð1� τI,incÞ+ γ + rpI,t � EI

t gt + 1�+m ð6Þ

For each property, the rent offered by the investor is then compared
against the prospective owner agent’s rent bid. If

RI,of f er <RO,bid
j ð7Þ

then the investor codes this property as occupied and decides to buy
it. This process is iterated from j = 1 to n. When the investor rent offer
compared against agent j’s rent bid no longer satisfies the inequality in
(7), the property is coded as vacant, and it will be purchased and
occupied by an owner resident.

Beach and elevation dynamics
We abstract from short time-scale processes that unfold daily or sea-
sonally and use a linear erosion term (ψbw) to represent the long-term
erosion signal. Depending on the outcome of beach nourishment

decisions (see Shoreline Management below), additional beach width
(Δt) canbe added. The state equationdescribing thewidthof thebeach
(bw) is then:

bwt + 1 =bwt � ψbw +Δt ð8Þ

The state equation for mean seal level (MSL) also assumes a constant
linear rate of increase (ψSL):

MSLt + 1 =MSLt +ψSL ð9Þ

Willingness to pay
Beach width influences an agent’s willingness to pay to live at the
beach39,72. Therefore,WTPj,t(4) is composedof a basewillingness topay
and a beach width-dependent willingness to pay. The base willingness
to pay component WTPbase

j reflects coastal amenities that are not
directly tied to the beach width. The width-dependent component
consists of the average expected future beach width E[bwt+1], a
hedonic parameter (β), which reflects the marginal value of the beach
width attribute, and a base parameter αj scaling the contribution of
beach width to the monetized total willingness to pay, which theore-
tically can be estimated in a first-stage hedonic model39,73. Both αj and
WTPbase

j are randomly distributed across agents, again with para-
meters of the distribution changing over time based on demographics
of the agents. The value of β is larger for agents in the oceanfront
market such that there are separate parameters, βOF and βNOF.

WTPj,t =WTPbase
j +αjE½bwt + 1�β ð10Þ

The expected beach width term is calculated by averaging the beach
width over the previous tbw years:

E½bwt + 1�=
1
tbw

Xtbw
n= 1

bwt�n ð11Þ

Risk premium
All agents are subject to risks from SLR and storms. These risks are
included in a risk premium term that includes background risk asso-
ciated with investment in real estate markets and a dynamic agent-
specific term that reflects changing physical risks, heterogeneous cli-
mate beliefs, and risk tolerance. In the user cost framework, the risk
term effectively augments the discount rate. In our context, this
implies that property values are a smaller multiple of rents when
physical risks are larger or risk tolerance is lower. Intuitively, this is the
same mechanism that exerts downward pressure on property value
when interest rates rise.

The risk premium term for agent j at time t is:

rpj,t = r
p + ½rOF + rStt + rSLt �πj,t ð12Þ

where rp is background risk in real estate markets, and the three
terms inside the square brackets capture climate risks. Specifically,
rOF captures the reality that oceanfront properties are more
exposed to risk than properties behind them, rStt captures risk from
storms, rSLt captures the risks from SLR that include inundation
risk, how SLR increases risks from storm surge, and the effects of
SLR on sunny day flooding. The sum of the three physical risk
terms in the square brackets is then modified by πj,t, a risk multi-
plier that combines individual beliefs and tolerance. If an agent is
risk neutral and has beliefs that match the objective risks,
πj = 1 such that rpj,t includes actuarially fair climate risks, and we
assume πj = 1 for the outside institutional investor13. We assume
that these parameters also reflect the cost of insurance, which
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capitalizes into property price, and this cost does not vary within
the model community.

We assume that rOF is fixed through time, which implies that there
is a permanently higher risk of oceanfront property but that both
oceanfront and non-oceanfront properties experience the other phy-
sical risks similarly. We parameterize rStt to reflect the episodic nature
of storms, rStt = a1

λt
, where λt is the average storm return interval over the

past 30 years, and a1 is a scaling parameter. To account for risk of SLR,
we parameterize rSLt to be a function of property elevation relative to
sea level. Specifically,

rSLt =a2ð1� ðhelev �MSLtÞÞ
n ð13Þ

where MSLt is mean sea level, which changes with SLR, helev is initial
barrier elevation, a2 is a scaling parameter, and n controls the non-
linearity of risk as a function of MSLt.

Agent distribution adjustments and outside markets
An important driver in real estate markets is demographic
change, and because our model represents coastal real estate
markets over long time horizons, we account for demographic
changes by updating agent parameter distributions. To this end,
we use interactions with outside markets to benchmark these
changes. For both oceanfront and non-oceanfront properties,
there is a corresponding external market value for housing that
serves as a benchmark for owning coastal property in the com-
munity, given by POF

e and PNOF
e . These external market prices are

exogenous and can be thought of as reflecting large-scale real
estate market trends in other communities with appropriate
amenity adjustments. That is, PNOF

e is a representative inland
property price with sufficient amenities to compensate for the
differential between coastal and non-coastal average property
values, and POF

e is an inland property price with sufficient ame-
nities to compensate for the oceanfront and coastal premia.
Examples of amenity adjustments to make inland properties
equivalent include being in a particularly good school district, on
a lakefront, near green space, or in close proximity to cultural
amenities. Deviations in coastal property values from POF

e and
PNOF
e drive changes in the owner agent population by shifting the

mean income and coastal willingness to pay distributions up or
down as property values attempt to equilibrate with the outside
markets. Shifts in the distribution of agents lead to a flux of new
agents with higher or lower income and possibly different beliefs
into the coastal market (and a corresponding flux of agents out)
in response to the value of coastal real-estate relative to the
outside market.

There are two possible feedbacks in the coastal market due to the
external market, one based on arbitrage and the other based on
herding. Specifically, over long time scales, there is a sluggish negative
feedback component driving the average income distribution and
coastal willingness to pay distributions of owner agents up or down,
with the effect of driving coastal property value toward Pe (price
arbitrage). Over short time scales, there is a faster and positive feed-
back that can drive income and WTP distributions in the opposite
direction with the effect of temporarily driving property values away
from Pe (herding behavior). The specific analytical forms are based on
Dieci and Westerhoff64.

Let At be a parameter of a Beta distribution that changes
according to arbitrage opportunities with property values in
outside markets. We fix one shape parameter and allow the other
parameter to adjust based on these arbitrage opportunities and
control the concentration of probability mass along the [0,1]
interval. For each of n agents in each period t, we draw a (4 × 1)
vector from the Beta distribution. We then convert these draws
on the unit interval to draws from our parameters of interest by

re-scaling them based on upper and lower bounds:

τincj,t 2 ½τinc,L, τinc,U � ð14Þ

WTPbase
j,t 2 ½WTPbase,L,WTPbase,U

t � ð15Þ

αj,t 2 ½αL,αU
t � ð16Þ

πj,t 2 ½πL,πU � ð17Þ

The upper and lower limits of the income tax parameters do not
change over time. They are fixed based on the current US federal tax
code. We also fix the bounds of the risk tolerance parameter π. We fix
the lower bounds of WTPbase and the beach width scaling parameter α
but allow their upper limits to increase or decrease based on the
adjustment process described below.

The agent adjustment equation for At that can move the dis-
tribution in either direction depending on the sign of Pt � Pe

t :

At =At�1 +ϕðWtðPt � Pe
t Þ+ ð1�WtÞðPe

t � PtÞÞ ð18Þ

The term Wt is the strength of the short-term positive feedback
associatedwith herding, and (1 −Wt) is the strength of the longermore
sluggish negative feedback that drives prices back to equilibrium:

Wt =
1

1 +hðPt � Pe
t Þ

2 ð19Þ

Theparameterh gives the speedof switching between the two types of
feedback and the parameter ϕ controls the how quickly the agent
distribution changes, and hence howquickly agents can flux in and out
of the market. For a given deviation between coastal and non-coastal
property values, a largerh value initiates the switching frompositive to
negative feedbacksmore quickly. If h is very high,Wt approaches zero,
and the arbitrage effect dominates. Effectively, this means that, ceteris
paribus, if coastal properties are undervalued relative to the external
market, higher-income agents enter and prices increase, whereas if
coastal prices are overvalued, higher-income agents exit and prices
drop. Similarly, if coastal properties are undervalued relative to the
external market, agents enter who have higherWTP for coastal living,
higher WTP for beach width, and higher risk tolerance (to reflect
higher-income agents with less relative wealth at risk).

The upper limits of WTPbase and α adjust based on the percent
difference in property prices within the community compared to the
outside market:

WTPbase,U
t + 1 =WTPbase,U

t 1 +
ðPe

t � PtÞ
Pe
t

� �
ð20Þ

This allows for the possibility that an agent could have a very highWTP
for the experience of coastal living (in the numerator of the user cost
equation) despite growing risks from SLR (in the denominator of the
user cost equation). Similarly, the upper limit for the scale parameter
of the value of beach width adjusts based on outside markets:

αU
t + 1 =α

U
t 1 +

ðPe
t � PtÞ
Pe
t

� �
ð21Þ

Expected capital gains
Agents form heterogeneous expectations of capital gains based on
past values of market returns74. Specifically, each agent evaluates a
price return over time, where the time of measuring the return varies
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between one and 30 years. Agents are randomly assigned one of the
thirty price/return time scales to form their expected capital gains. The
expected capital gains at the current moment for a given agent is
simply the return for one year that would yield the total return the
agent found over their assigned time scale. For example, an agent
assigned 30 years calculates the annualized capital gain or loss at
t based on the ratio of realized property prices 30 years before the
previous period (Pt − 31) to the previous period (Pt − 1). In this way,
some agents are reactionary as they adjust expected returns over short
time scales, while others aremore sluggish in computing returns over a
long time scale. We assume that foresight about future climate change
is captured in the risk parameters, and as a practical matter, the
influence on owner bids cannot be separately identified from in the
denominator of equation (5). We calculate the investor’s expected
capital gain in each period as the median of owner expected
capital gains.

Shoreline management
Previousmodels of beach nourishment decisions show that the human
and natural systems jointly determine shoreline position and coastal
property values17,31,33,75,76. When a community decides to nourish, they
commit to a nourishment plan defined by periodic nourishments over
a ten-year horizon. A nourishment plan is chosen from a schedule of
possible intervals. Nourishment is funded locally through municipal
bonds that are paid for by the residents over thefirst 5 years of the plan
through a temporary (five-year) increase in property taxes (τP). This
nourishment decision framework is similar to the one used in Duck,
NC77 and described in Mullin, Smith, and McNamara42.

A ten-year nourishment plan that will subsequently be voted on is
chosen by comparing the property tax burden (cost) against the
increase in property value (benefit). A given nourishment plan consists
of a series of scheduled nourishments occurring over a ten-year period
and an increase in property tax lasting five years. If the benefits minus
the costs arenegative, then nonourishment plan is chosen - in this case
the nourishment plans are re-evaluated every time step until a nour-
ishment plan is chosen. Overlapping nourishment plans and property
tax adjustments are permitted so long as they do not conflict with
previous plans by scheduling two nourishment events for the same
year or result in consecutively scheduled nourishments (i.e., nourish-
ing every year).

Plan costs and benefits are tabulated each step for a range of
nourishment intervals (ranging from every other year to every five
years) leading to amenuof nourishment options onwhich agents vote.
For each proposed plan option, an average expected beachwidth over
a 30-year time horizon is calculated based on the estimated shoreline
retreat rate (from the previous 30 years), and the quantity of sand
needed for each nourishment event is tracked with the cost of antici-
pated nourishment costs occurring later in the plan discounted at a
rate δ.

The cost of a nourishment event at some time t is determined
from

costðtÞ= f + cðbwo � bwtÞ
� � L � D ð22Þ

where f is the fixed cost of nourishment, c is the cost of sand per m3,
bwo is the nourished beach width, L is the alongshore length of the
nourishment, and D is the depth of the shoreface.

The total cost (TC) of option i (where i is the nourishment interval)
is determined as the sum of the discounted fixed and variable costs of
nourishment:

TCi =
X10
t = 1

costiðtÞ
ð1 + δÞt�1

ð23Þ

A 5-year amortization schedule is then used to determine the total
yearly cost of the loan repayment (TCYi):

TCY i =TCi
δð1 + δÞ5

ð1 + δÞ5 � 1
ð24Þ

Oceanfront homes take on a greater share of the nourishment costs.
The additional property tax rate is determined by setting the total cost
of nourishment per year to the sum of the taxes collected amongst all
agents in both the oceanfront and non-oceanfront markets:

TCY i =
Xn
j = 1

ρτp,addIOFj POF
t�1 + τ

p,addð1� IOFj ÞPNOF
t�1 ð25Þ

where ρ is the tax ratio of oceanfront to non-oceanfront, the indicator
variable IOFj =1 for oceanfront homes and 0 for non-oceanfront homes,
and τp,add is the additional property tax increment. For example, if a
nourishment plan is chosen, then the property tax for oceanfront
homes is τp + ρτp,add, and for non-oceanfront homes is τp + τp,add.

The total benefit of each interval/option is estimated by forward
simulating property value via the user cost model. The forward simu-
lation accounts for the average beach width under the proposed
nourishment scenario that enters the coastal willingness to pay term,
and the property tax, including the nourishment tax adjustment (and
adjustments for previous nourishments if still applicable), enters into
the denominator of the user cost model. The benefit is the increase in
property value compared to the case of no nourishment, which will
have both a lower expected beach width and lower property tax rate.
Each agent evaluates whether the property value increase is greater
than the extra tax burden. If yes, then the agent votes to nourish. The
proposed nourishment plan is implemented if at least 50% of resident-
owner agents vote to nourish. Importantly, institutional investors do
not vote but are still taxed if nourishment is approved.

Nourishment projects typically involve dune building in con-
junction with widening of the beach. We do not explicitly model dune
building and assume that benefits and costs of dune construction are
captured implicitly in the nourishment decisions. We leave explicit
modeling of dune dynamics as a future extension of the model.

Supplementary Table 1 summarizes model parameters, provides
details on how theywere chosen, andmotivates the sensitivity analysis
to explore alternative parameter values, different functional forms,
and different scenarios. The model was coded and run in Matlab
R2022b.

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Portfolio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
Simulation data for Figs. 3, 4, 5, and 6 that support the findings of this
study have been deposited in https://github.com/dylanmcn/C_HOM78.

Code availability
Numerical model code can be accessed at https://github.com/
dylanmcn/C_HOM78.
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